Maine Strategic Plan: 10-Year Statewide Economic Development Strategy Implementation
Work Flow Updates
September 8, 2021

People - Implementation Steering Committee and Work Group Members, Collaborating Networks
Steering Committee Additions and Changes since last meeting:
Changes – none
Additions – William Longfellow, DEP to support Regulatory and Business Climate strategy area; Ana Hicks, Children’s
Cabinet to support childcare workflows across strategy areas and support harmonization of career exploration across
workflows
Work Groups Additions, Changes and Structures:
As the Strategic Plan prioritized actions begin to get operationalized at the state level via ARPA funding and legislative
inputs, some of the work teams are being reconfigured and more directly managed via existing structures within State
agencies or adjusted slightly to accommodate the potential necessity of a vendor relationship via procurement.
Strategy A: Grow Local Talent – While this core team has not added additional members, the members crossover and
connect to multiple other project-based work groups. These groups are focused on a particular area or action item.
These groups include State Workforce Board subcommittees, MDOL convened apprenticeship stakeholder team, the
Children’s Cabinet, MDOL’s Expanded Learning Opportunities team, Jobs for Maine Graduates, and cross agency teams
representing DHHS/DOL/DOE/DECD working on discreet projects. These all crossover and intersect with sector-specific
efforts, some represented by Strategic Plan collaborators such as FOR/Maine and others led within a state agency, like
health care. Important to note that the final legislation that governed this workstream area (LD1733) puts funding into
multiple different agencies and attaches additional requirements beyond that proposed by the original Maine Jobs and
Recovery Plan, including a requirement to use Jobs for Maine Graduates and the Adult Education system as key
participants in the Career Exploration program. This harmonization is underway and ongoing. This team met in July and
meeting notes are available publicly.
Strategy B: Attract Local Talent – This team is splitting work by the two distinct markets identified in the Plan – 1)
people in Maine not engaged in the labor force; 2) people outside of Maine to be attracted and retained to the State to
join the labor force. Market 1 is led by the SWB Subcommittees and existing DOL/DHHS/DOE structures. DECD is leading
the workstreams associated with Market 2 but has not convened the workgroup since getting their input and feedback
on priority actions in late Spring. DECD has worked over the summer on program design based on the workgroup’s initial

ideas and concepts but because the Federal dollars will need to be awarded competitively and many of the workgroup
members will be potential vendors, we have maintained a distance during the program design phase. We will be sharing
strawman program design publicly during our various public listening sessions throughout September.
Strategy C: Innovation – This team structure has not changed. The team met in August with work focusing largely on
giving MTI key feedback on the priorities and structures of deploying ARPA support approved by legislature in July. The
team continues to represent various existing networks and partnerships.
Strategy D: Ubiquitous Connectivity – The initial team structure was envisioned using the existing Connect Maine
Authority structure as the backbone. With the unprecedented federal funding opportunity, a new structure capable of
more flexibility and authority within the marketplace was required. The new Maine Connectivity Authority is in its
formative stages and the harmonization of the work between these two structures is a key step.
Strategy E: Supporting Infrastructure – Initial concept was to have the three legs of the supporting infrastructure stool –
childcare, workforce housing, and transportation – come together as one work group. This has proven not to be the
organic or naturally occurring structure. While we do have overlaps, each of these three work areas has its own core
work group.
•

Transportation – The Department of Transportation has brought together a working group to discuss and
collaborate on transit initiatives underway. This is a team of DOT/DOL/DHHS/DECD represented as follows:
DOT: Jennifer Langland, Ryan Neale, Dale Doughty, Nate Moulton, Joyce Taylor; DOL: Kim Moore, Samantha Dina;
DHHS: Beth Hamm, Roger Bondeson; DECD: Martha Bentley, Carolann Ouellette. This working group will advise and
consult with external stakeholders but DOT will ultimately be responsible for this work stream and action
implementation.

•

Childcare – The Children’s Cabinet structure will continue to be the structure for childcare actions and
implementation associated with the Strategic Plan.

•

Housing – Initial progress was made in forming an interagency and stakeholder working group but with the
additional legislative guidance added through LD1733, this structure is in flux.

Strategy F: Maintain Stable Business Environment – While an initial work team was identified, the work has been split
out into multiple groups. The current focus is on the items under the purview of Maine DEP and is being managed via
DEP team structures.
Strategy G: Hubs of Excellence – This workflow is emerging organically and no work group has met to date. DECD is
currently working with one collaborating proposed Hub of Excellence who will continue to explore the elements of a hub
and how to best make all the ingredients of a hub into a value added whole.
Cross-Strategies Opportunity Intersects - Forestry, Food & Fisheries, Making & Manufacturing, Technical & Scientific
Services – these are being braided into the strategy areas via representation of industry on work teams and work team
representation on industry initiatives. FOR/Maine, SeaMaine, and a manufacturing collaborative are in some phase of
collaboration with the Strategic Plan process.

September Collaboration Submissions for Steering Committee consideration:
SEA Maine
Collaborations Accepted and Notified (~= those with Executed MOU)
~Maine Business and Education Partners (Grow Talent)
~MaineSpark (Grow Talent)
Portland Professional Connections (Attract Talent)

~Transition of Maine Campaign (Attract Talent)
~Maine Downtown Center (Attract Talent)
~Maine Manufacturing Partnership collaborative (Opportunity Intersects/Innovation)
Innovation Communications Collaboration (Innovation/Attract Talent)
Maine IDeA Network of Biomedical Research (Innovation/Grow Talent/Attract Talent)
Eastern Maine Hub of Excellence for Life Sciences and Technology (Hubs of Excellence)
FOR/Maine (Opportunity Intersects/Innovation/Grow Local Talent/Attract Talent)
~Maine Alliance for Health and Prosperity (Grow Talent/Ubiquitous Connectivity/Supporting Infrastructure/Hubs of
Excellence)
Functional Partner Collaborations Approved and Notified (~= those with Executed MOU)
FAME
~Maine Economic Growth Council (MDF)
~Leadership Alumni Network (MDF)
~Maine Policy Leaders Academy (MDF)
Collaborations Accepted and In Process:
Broadband Connectivity collaboration (Ubiquitous Connectivity – was submitted by Island Institute but will be executed
with Maine Broadband Coalition
Collaboration Submission Determined to be Outside Guardrails (have been notified):
IntWorks

Process - Support Team Development and Stakeholder Engagement, Tactics and Mechanisms; Functional
Team Development
Identified To be done by September:
Form a functional group around Strategic Plan metrics and tracking – completed
Explore having a heat map or coverage map by region or industry to be sure we’re making progress in the right areas for
the right groups – not complete
Form a functional group around finance mapping/innovative financing approaches – underway and two-pronged looking
at immediate needs (led by Carlos Mello/FAME) and innovations and mapping (led by Claire Eaton/DACF)
Build MOU for Functional Partner engagement – completed
Determine best role for Steering Committee and meeting frequency moving forward based on Steering Committee
feedback – not complete, additional GOPIF inputs given newly created internal structure for ARPA tracking
Functional Team Building:
Progress Metrics, Data and Tracking – team formation complete and team functioning with State Economists Office,
USM’s Center for Business and Economic Research, Maine Economic Growth Council, Roux Institute’s data visualization
team (as needed)
• Team members: Amanda Rector, Angela Hallowell, Kate deLutio, Deborah Strumsky, Andrew Crawley (Ryan Wallace
and Yellow Breen “ex officio”), Mark McInerney, Melanie Tory (as needed and available)
• Team members continue to provide input on proposed metrics and sequencing
• Team has identified Tableau as best and most easily accessible data visualization tool for data dashboard; will work
directly with DOL team to put together MVP for October meeting
Financing Roadmap, with including of finance and governance model innovations – team formation underway, Chaired
by Claire Eaton (Director, Natural Resource Markets & Economic Development within Department of Agriculture,
Conservation & Forestry), team forming attended the Shift 2021 conference and convened to discuss approaches and
tactics to consider for Maine, additional volunteers from CDFI/CDE convening
• June 7th CDFI convening yielded additional teammates
• Initial concept shared with EDA’s Alan Brigham to begin discussion
• Continuing to build out strawman to test with ARPA supports

Financing Short Term Recovery – team formation in place, Chaired by Carlos Mello (Interim CEO, FAME)
• Team assembled and convened as of June 8
AmeriCorps VISTA Volunteer Support:
Financial Resource Development Position
Have removed this listing, other departmental resources being used for this purpose
Communications and Stakeholder Engagement Position
Position split into two, shared with Permanent Commission on Racial, Indigenous, and Tribal Populations – Jamie Scott
and Ana Aranda began service year on August 30.
Pursuing Potential for Cooperative Agreement with UMaine System for partnership around specific areas of
implementation – TBD, strawman proposed, not yet approved
Direct work with the Regional FEMA long term recovery team –
FEMA Recovery Task Force bringing additional TA and communication supports to diverse business certifications for
federal procurement and talent attraction work with HBCUs – work underway
FEMA Solutions-Based teams mirror or connect with Strategic Plan work groups – Innovation, Climate/Clean Energy (led
by Climate Council), Workforce (Grow Local Talent/Attract New Talent), Broadband (led by Broadband Coalition), Marine
Infrastructure (led by SEA Maine) – convening work with FEMA teams winding down in most cases; FEMA will work with
individual project streams to bring Federal connections and TA.
National Governors Association Workforce Innovation Network – work plan implementation underway as part of the
Grow Local Talent.
External Stakeholder Engagement Since Last Report
-Eastern Maine Hub of Excellence team
-Bendable Maine kick off with Maine State Library
-Welcoming America’s Rural Welcoming Initiative
-Maine Development Foundation and Maine Economic Growth Council
-Economic Development Districts
-Maine Alliance for Health and Prosperity
-Maine Accelerates Growth
-SCORE
-Island Institute
-Maine Center Ventures
-E2Tech
-Roux Institute team
-National Governors Association Workforce Innovation Network
-Regional team working on SSBCI application options across Northern New England
-Coworking Cohort
-C3 and ELO teams (via Maine DOE)
-STEM Franklin and Somerset Pilot Governing Board and Advisory Committee (multiple meetings)
-Ending Hunger by 2030 project kick off and finance team
-Maine Space Grant Consortium
-Foundation for the Future
-Cooperative Fund of New England
-Maine Community Foundation
-Build Maine and collaborative team around Maine Land Bank efforts
-Main Street Maine representatives and Maine Downtown Center
-Spokes of “hub and spoke model” for SBA Community Navigator project – Prosperity Maine, Four Directions
Development Corporation, MaineStream Finance, The Third Place, Black Owned Maine, Maine Multicultural Center,

Chinese Language and Culture Center of Maine, Cooperative Development Institute, Machias Valley Center for
Entrepreneurs, CEI, GPCOG, EMDC, NMDC, LA Metro Chamber, Veteran Business Center of New England

Products –

